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7722 White Oak Ave.

October General Meeting
Friday October 18th

Northridge, CA

CATALOG ADS NEEDED

Halloween theme—

Time to start getting those ads ready for
the 2019 VHOC Obedience/Rally Trials
Catalog!!

Costume Contest

Ad information is on Page 3
Contact Carole Raschella
for any questions or to submit your ad.

and a Potluck,
Maybe even a few games.
RSVP to Carole Hills,
chills37@aol.com

carole@raschella.com
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CATALOG ADVERTISING
***ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 20, 2019***
A display ad in our Obedience Catalog will inform exhibitors and the general public of your
products, services, kennels - or the wins of your dogs. Plus, it will be kept in front of breeders
and exhibitors who are called upon to advise where dogs of a specific breed may be obtained.
Catalogs have become a year-round reference book among dog fanciers.
Inside Front Cover

$50.00

Full Page (no photo)

$30.00

Half Page (no photo)

$20.00

Quarter Page (no photo)

$15.00

Photos (each)

$10.00

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ADVERTISING. Adver tising copy and photos
are to be furnished by the advertiser. Photos will be returned upon request. No artwork will be
created by the VHOC. VHOC reserves the right to edit ads.
Send Ad Copy and Checks Made Payable to Valley Hills Obedience Club To:

Carole Raschella, 8607 Bothwell Road, Northridge, CA 91324 ,

818-349-6742

You can also email your ad to Carole at carole@raschella.com
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THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB ANNOUNCES AKC
TEMPERAMENT TEST
New York, NY – The American Kennel Club (AKC® ), the world’s largest purebred dog registry and
leading advocate for dogs, is proud to announce the AKC Temperament Test™ (ATT). The ATT is open
to all breeds, including mixed breed dogs.
The temperament of any dog is an important characteristic. Temperament is a dog’s natural predisposition to react a certain way to a stimulus. The AKC Temperament Test includes test items in the following
six categories: social, auditory, visual, tactile (touch), and proprioceptive (motion) and an unexpected
stimulus.
The ATT is a noncompetitive, pass-fail test that will screen for fear, shyness, inability to recover, and
lack of cooperation. Desired traits are that the dog will be emotionally stable, inquisitive, appropriately
social, biddable and recovers from a startling situation in a reasonable amount of time.
“Temperament is an important consideration for all breeders and owners,” said Doug Ljungren, Executive Vice President of Sports and Events. “The purpose of the AKC Temperament Test is to bring focus
and meaningful evaluation to the assessment of temperament in our canine companions.”
ATT tests will be administered by any AKC licensed or member club in conjunction with AKC events
such as dog shows, trials, or as stand-alone tests. ATT tests will appear on the AKC Event Search website. The evaluators for the ATT will be specially trained AKC Obedience judges, Rally judges and AKC
Approved Canine Good Evaluators. ATT evaluators will appear on the AKC Judges Directory website.
Dogs must be at least 1-year old to take the ATT test and dogs who do not pass the test may retest when
ready. Dogs who pass the ATT twice under two different evaluators may earn the ATT title and list the
suffix, “ATT” after the dog’s name.
“Taking the AKC Temperament Test will educate the owners of purebred dogs about the temperament of
their breed as described in the breed standard,” said Dr. Mary Burch, AKC Family Dog Director, “And
owners of mixed breed dogs can gain insight about the temperament of their individual dogs.”
Information for participants, clubs and evaluators can be found at www.akc.org/akctemptest. Questions
can be emailed to akctemptest@akc.org.

If a dog passes the ATT on two occasions, under two different evaluators, the owner may apply for the
AKC Temperament Test (ATT) suffix title. The ATT Title Application along with the passing Evaluator
Score Sheets from two different tests and the required title application fee must be submitted to
AKC. Upon verification, the ATT title will be applied to the dog’s record and will appear on the dog’s
AKC title record. The title certificate will be mailed to the dog’s primary owner of record.
All dogs entered in tests should already have either an AKC or FSS registration number or a Canine Partners Listing number or Purebred Alternative Listing Number. To apply for a Canine Partner Listing or
Purebred Alternative Listing number, use the correct form below.
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Saturday Dec 7th Sponsor
$100 – VHOC Club
$ 50 – VHOC Club
$ 50 – Cathy Davis
$ 75 - Brad/Chris Talbot, Dianna
Santos, Dog Sport University and
Shirley Miller
$ 50 - Sarah Sykes
Louise Meredith

AWARD
High Scoring in Regular classes
in Obedience Trial
High Combined in Obed. Trial
(Open B and Utility B)
High Combine Agility
(Standard) & Regular Obedience
High Score Triple Qualifying in
Rally ( Master/Excellent B and
Advanced B)
High Combined – Rally
(Excellent B and Advanced B)
Preferred High in Trial

Sunday Dec 8th Sponsor
$100 – VHOC Club
$ 50 – VHOC Club
$ 50 – Nancy Giltner
$75 – Nancy Gast;, Nancy
Rapoport, Elizabeth Patterson
$ 50 – Debbie Lang
Louise Meredith

Preferred High Combined (Pref.
Open and Pref. Utility)

Ted E. Bear Dickey

Provide by VHOC

3rd Leg Medallions

Provided by VHOC

Jennifer Voogt

200 Score in Trial

Karen Ullman

Shirley Miller

Karla Spitzer & Scott Friedman,
Harpo Boxers
Judith Lewis Mernit
Flo Walberg
Laurie Burnam

High Score - Optional Titling
Classes
High Score – in “A” Classes
(Novice A, Open A, Utility A)
High Score – AKC Breed
Champion of Record
High Score – ILP or PAL registered dog

Ronda Harvey
Judith Lewis Mernit
Amy Balchum
Laurie Burnam

Carole Hills

High Score Mixed Breed Dog

Carole Hills

Ira & Loretta Greenberg

High Score in Sporting Group

Ira & Loretta Greenberg

Debbie Lang

High Score in Hound Group

Shirley Miller

Patti Rovtar

High Score in Working Group

Sharon Clarke

Annette Ankele
J9’s K9s Dog Training

High Score in Terrier Group
High Score in Toy Group

Lesley and Mickey Green
Amanda Prince

Roger Barkley

High Score in Non-Sporting
Group

Sharyn Jetter

Ann Hills

High Score in Herding Group

Ann Hills
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Saturday Dec. 7th Sponsor
Zuma Dobermans, Gwen and Terry
Lucoff
Joyce Davis

AWARD
Regular Obedience

Sunday Dec 8th Sponsor

Nancy Gast

Open A

Sharon Clarke

Open B

Zuma Dobermans, Gwen and Terry
Lucoff
Lindia Brown & Tillie
Karla Spitzer & Scott Friedman,
“Harpo Boxers”
Nancy Rapoport

Michael Fields & Stephanie Schuster

Utility A

Roxanne Stevenson

Nancy Gast

Utility B

Cindi Malchose

Novice A
Novice B

Yvonne Garst

Obedience Optional Titling
Classes
Beginner Novice A

A.J. Listman

Cynthia Casby

Beginner Novice B

Joyce Davis

Trudi Schoolhouse
Dianna Santos, Dog Sport University
Barbara Laffer & Mike Brill

Karen Ullman

Graduate Novice
Graduate Open

Lindia Brown & Tillie
Jennifer Waagenaar

Versatility

Carol Karas

Obedience Alternative
Titling Classes
Preferred Novice

Carol Karas

Trudi Schoolhouse

Preferred Open

Shirley Miller

Dianna Santos, Dog Sport University

Preferred Utility

Dianna Santos, Dog Sport University

Rally Classes
Sue Ingham

Rally Novice A

Deborah Schuch

Brad and Chris Talbott

Rally Novice B

Daos Boonma

Diana Santos, Dog Sport University

Rally Intermediate

Monica Nolan

Ken and Mindy Kay

Rally Advanced A

Robyn Zelden

Eileen Kickish

Rally Advanced B

Dianna Santos, Dog Sport University

Sandy Kelley

Rally Excellent A

Sandy Kelley

Carole Raschella

Rally Excellent B

Carole Raschella

Amy Balchum

Rally Masters

Brad and Chris Talbott
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Thank you to our General Fund Sponsors Ronda Harvey

Carole Hills

Nancy Gast

Debbie Lang

Brad and Chris Talbott

GENERAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS
Additional contributions are appreciated until entries close.
All additional contributions will be
acknowledged in the Catalog.
Please send checks, payable to VHOC to:
Debbie Lang, Trophy Committee
27954 Gibson Place, Saugus, CA 91350
djlang@sbcglobal.net
Thank you
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She Quit Her Job. He Got Night Goggles. They
Searched 57 Days for Their Dog.
Mike Baker

The New York Times•September 22, 2019
Carole and Verne King with their border collie, Katie, at
their home in Deer Park, Wash., Sept. 20, 2019. (Rajah
Bose/The New York Times)

After a late night at a stock-car race, Carole and
Verne King returned to their dog-friendly hotel in
Kalispell, Montana, and made a devastating discovery.
Their 7-year-old border collie, Katie, was no longer
in the room. She had apparently managed to unlatch
the door, possibly spooked by a thunderstorm that had swept through the area. At the front desk, an attendant
said she had seen an anxious dog bolt out the front door hours before.
The Kings were stunned. In the town of 23,000 people that backs up to the sprawling wilderness near Glacier
National Park, surrounded by forests and fields, where would they even start looking?
Over the next 57 days, the couple set out on a desperate search that included night-vision goggles, animaltracking cameras and horse manure brought in from the family’s farm in Eastern Washington. Carole King, a
postal carrier, quit her job.
“Every night going to bed, it was gut-wrenching,” said Verne King. “Is she warm? Did she get to eat today?
It tore us up.”

Day 1
‘Like a Crime Scene’
After the initial discovery, the Kings spent the night frantically searching nearby neighborhoods, where alfalfa farms and homes and new shopping centers collide in northern Kalispell.
They were out until about 4 a.m., the Kings said, but saw no sign of the dog. The front-desk attendant asked
them to send some photos, and together they began making and distributing flyers around the area.
Hundreds of them were posted on light poles and community mailboxes, and handed out through door-todoor canvassing and at local sports events. They posted Katie’s photo on Facebook pages and lost-pet internet networks. Strangers joined them in walking the neighborhoods in search of Katie.
As former law-enforcement officers from Los Angeles, the Kings knew to look through abandoned buildings.
They examined the dirt in alfalfa fields, looking for tracks or dog
droppings. They considered the possibility that Katie had been struck by a car on the highway, but without
any evidence, they pressed on.
“You think of it like a crime scene,” Verne King said.
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Day 15
Traps and Scents
After a couple weeks of searching, the Kings decided to try some more extreme measures. They ordered two
game cameras, the kind used by wildlife researchers, that could record video when an animal passed. They
ordered animal traps, hoping that food — like the cheese sticks Katie preferred — would coax her into a
cage.
Carole King also began going jogging and biking around the neighborhoods, hoping that her sweat could signal the dog that her family was near. They left used T-shirts at strategic locations, as well as Katie’s blanket
and dog bowl.
“I don’t think there’s any street we haven’t been on in that area,” Carole King said.
The couple later brought in hair shavings and a couple of buckets of manure from their horses back home
and, with approval from local farmers, spread it near traps and other possible locations.
Later, after hearing speculation that Katie might be on the move at night time, the couple acquired nightvision goggles and spent hours out in the cold, hoping to catch a glimpse of Katie traversing a field.
But they saw no activity. The camera footage showed no sign of their dog. The traps? They caught a magpie,
a cat and four skunks.

Day 22
Possible Sightings
Tips, however, were coming in. As people reported possible sightings, the Kings scrambled to follow up.
On one occasion, they drove 15 miles to Columbia Falls on a tip, even though it seemed far-fetched. Other
times they would go to check even when the description of the dog didn’t sound quite right.

“In our heart, I would always say, ‘If I didn’t follow up, what if that was her and we didn’t do anything?”
Carole King said.
Sometimes it would turn out to be a different dog. On one occasion, while they were talking to a landowner at
a farm, a woman came up to them and said she had just seen their dog cross the road and run into a canola
field. The Kings set off running, calling for Katie.
They didn’t find her.

Day 37
Quitting Her Job
Carole King was still working as a postal carrier back in the Spokane area. For a week in August, she had to
return home while her husband continued the search.
She talked with her bosses about taking some time off. But that wasn’t feasible during summer months. Although the money had helped supplement their pensions, she gave her notice.
“Katie was just more important to me,” she said. “I just said, ‘I’ll finish this week, and that’s it.’”
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When she returned to Kalispell, Verne King had to return to Spokane. He left a note written for Katie.
“I am going home to care for your brothers and sister,” Verne King said, referring to their two other dogs and
a cat. “Instead of saying good bye, I would rather say, ‘See you soon.’”

Day 53
Losing Hope
A month and a half into the search, the Kings still felt hopeful. There was no sign of Katie but also no evidence that she was dead.
By the second week of September, though, Carole King said she was growing demoralized. She was crying
and starting to wonder if the dog would never be found.
“I wasn’t ready to go, but I was thinking, What else can I do?” she said.
Missing her house and their other animals, she was planning to return home, about 250 miles away, to spend
the weekend. But her husband persuaded her to stay, suggesting one more week. Some of her new friends in
Kalispell also encouraged her to persist.
One person had opened their home for the Kings to stay in the area. More than a dozen others committed
hours to helping them search. Landowners had welcomed them onto their sprawling properties to look.
“We can’t believe that community up there,” Verne King said. Carole King added, “I got out of it sheer kindness from people — from a stranger to a stranger.”

Day 57
‘I Got Her’
On the morning of Sept. 15, Carole King got another tip, this time from someone in a subdivision near the hotel. The resident said he was looking out the window and was confident that Katie was in his backyard.
She and a friend rushed over. But by the time they got there, whatever he had seen was gone. They walked
through the fields nearby, searching with binoculars.
They encountered a couple out for a walk, told them about their search, and the woman pointed to a dog under
a nearby tree.
It was a border collie. They began calling Katie’s name. The dog was cautious, wary. Others in the group
went silent as Carole King called out to the dog. Katie came running at full speed and leapt into her arms.
“All I could think about was, ‘I’m done. I got her,’” Carole King said. “I was crying, I was holding onto her,
wrapped her up in a bear hug. I couldn’t get her in the car fast enough to close her in so I wouldn’t lose her
again.”
Katie immediately fell asleep on the front seat of the car. She was dirty, dehydrated and had lost 15 pounds.
They took her to an emergency vet, who shed tears upon learning that this was Katie, the dog so much of Kalispell had worked to find.
This article originally appeared in The New York Times.
© 2019 The New York Times Company

Submitted by Carole Raschella
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Calling all VHOC Members . . . your VHOC Raffle
Committee NEEDS YOUR HELP!!!
Make this year's raffle a success!
We are requesting items to fill our raffle baskets!
We are looking for all sorts of items large and small.
Even standalone items
Dog related and yes, even, non-dog related.
Items include anything that raffle ticket buyers would spend a dollar
on a ticket for the
chance of being awarded the item(s) in a basket!!!
Someone gift you a bubble bath set that just doesn't float your boat?
Donate it to the Raffle!!
Gifts items you received that didn't suit? Tucked in a closet or boxed up in the garage
waiting for some useful project to donate to?
Raffle sales help keep the club afloat - please donate
If you offer a service or product the Raffle welcomes
Gift Certificates. Great way to gain logo visibility!!!!
We need also need raffle baskets and small coffee cans with
lids.
We will also accept monetary donations to help
purchase larger items for the raffle
Contact Cindi to arrange pick up/drop off.
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FOOD SENSITIVITY VS. FOOD ALLERGY: IS IT NOT REALLY JUST
THE SAME THING?
Confusing food allergies with food sensitivities (or intolerances) is a common mistake, not only among dog
guardians, but also among veterinary professionals. I often hear experts in the veterinary field refer to food
allergies, when in fact they are talking about food sensitivities. This is unfortunate, because as long as the veterinary community continues to confuse these two very different immunological responses, our dogs likely
will not receive the correct diagnosis and will continue to suffer. So, let me be clear. Food sensitivities and
food allergies are definitely not the same thing.
The fact is that true food allergies are actually quite rare. If I had to estimate from personal experience, food
sensitivities are at least 10 – 15 times more common than food allergies. So, if poor little Buddy is scratching
incessantly or has chronic bowel problems, he’s probably suffering from a food sensitivity, rather than a food
allergy.
So, what’s the difference?
Food allergies reflect a more immediate immunological response. A classic example of a food allergy is anaphylactic shock caused by peanuts: as soon as the person or animal comes in contact with the allergen – the
peanuts – their airway closes and they cannot breathe. This response is virtually instantaneous. Boom! The
antigen (in this case, peanuts) triggers an immediate, and sometimes life-threatening, immunological and
physiological reaction. Rashes, hives and swollen eyes are examples of less severe – but also serious – allergic
responses. These are all called Type I hypersensitivity reactions. In the blood, they show up as antibodies to
immunoglobulins E (IgE) and G (IgG) working together with immune complexes.
Food sensitivity (or intolerance), on the other hand, is typically a chronic condition and often does not involve
an immunological response. It generally builds up over time – perhaps even after months or years of exposure
to the offending food. Food sensitivity is caused by Types II and III hypersensitivity reactions. They show up
in saliva or feces as antibodies to immunoglobulins A (IgA) and M (IgM). By detecting IgA and IgM antibodies, food sensitivity testing is able to clearly identify the specific food(s) causing the sensitivity or intolerance.
It can also differentiate between food sensitivity and food allergy.
Although they are generally not life-threatening, food sensitivities can affect many different aspects of the
dog’s physical well being. Common signs of food sensitivity include:
• GI tract issues similar to Irritable Bowel Disorder (IBD)
• Chronic scratching itchy skin
• Chronic burping and gas rumblings (borborigmi)
• Chronic skin, ear and foot infections, especially with yeast
The first step in providing the proper relief to dogs with food sensitivities is to accurately identify the offending ingredient(s). With the proper information, you can begin feeding your dog a diet that agrees with his
body, and he can get back to doing what he does best – being a dog.
W. Jean Dodds, DVM
Hemopet / NutriScan
11561 Salinaz Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92843

URL—https://drjeandoddspethealthresource.tumblr.com/post/25934674990/dog-food-sensitivity-versus-dog-foodallergy#.XYzn9EZKiUl
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Don’t forget to enter the VHOC Trial at Stone Pony in
Moorpark
VHOC Agility trial 11/13 and the ATFTC trial 11/14.
These are two judge trials!!

http://wwdat.us/upcoming-trials/
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Laurie Burnam and Scusi—Sept 20, 21, 22 2019—S. Calif Collie Club, AKC
Agility, Freedom Park Camarillo, CA:
Master Fast - 2nd place
Master Fast - 2nd place
Master Fast - 3rd place

Time 2 Beat - 8 point Q
Master Standard - 4th place 15 MACH points
Master Standard - 8th place 16 MACH points
Master JWW -

7th place 11 MACH points

Just need 9 double Q’s and 215 points for MACH
Just need 2 triple Q’s for the TQX Triple Q Excellent Title

David Zelitzky and Rush—Sept 28-29, 2019, Santa Ana Kennel Club,
City of Industry, CA :
Rush competed for the first time in Rally Novice.
On 9/28 he scored 100 for second place.
On 9/29 he again scored 100 for first place

Marcia Siderow and Remington Steele—October 6,
2019, Golden State Rottweiler Club, Freedom Park,
Camarillo, CA:
Remington Steele, Remi, had an amazing day. He Q’d
in T2B, Masters Standard and Masters Jumpers, so a
Triple Q! I’m very proud of my poodle man! Note triple Q pin on my hat.
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Debbie Lang and Panda—Sept.27-29, 2019, Santa Ana KC, Rally Trials, City of Industry, CA:
Panda qualified in all 9 of her classes, 3 each day Masters, Excellent B and Advanced B.
She Triple Q’d all 3 days, bringing her Tripe Q total to 10, (you need 20 for part of the Rally Trial Champion
title).
She earn a total of 48 points with 18 from the masters class. (The other part of the Rally Trial Champion title
involves earning points from the Masters, Exc. B and Adv. B classes that you qualify in. You need a total of
300 points, and 150 of them have to come from the Masters class.) We are getting there slow but sure.
To top it off she finished her RAE Title on Saturday.

Cynthia Casby and Potter- September 12, 2019, V HOC T rial at Stone Pony, M oorpark CA :
Potter got her first Open JWW leg and placed 1st in her class! Yeah!!
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Tommy Dickey and Summer—
Summer (pictured here) will continue doing her therapy dog demonstrations at the California Science Center
(CSC, next to LA Coliseum and LA County Natural History Museum) most Fridays for the duration of the
exhibit “Dogs! A Science Tail.” It will end in early January 2020.
The website for the exhibit is
californiasciencecenter.org/exhibits/dogs-a-science-tail

The IMAX theater at the CSC is also showing an excellent movie, “Super Power Dogs” about life saving
and life changing dogs. Website is
https://californiasciencecenter.org/imax/superpower-dogs-3d

Great educational outing for youth and
adults, especially as holidays approach!
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Monica Nolan and Augie Augie’s been a busy boy, hopping from one sport to another. Between Freestyle demos and practicing for his next Trick
Dog title, he found time to get some experience in the agility
ring. And despite some silly baby dog mistakes and subpar handling from his rusty owner, he even managed to get a few Qs:
Stone Pony (VHOC) AKC Sept.13 - NovB Std - Q - 1st place
Stone Pony (VHOC) AKC Sept.13 - NovB JJW - Q - 2nd place
SoCal Collie Club AKC Sept. 22 - NovB Std - Q - 1st place
SoCal ASCA - ASCA Oct. 6 - NovB Jumpers - Q - 2nd place

Diana Schlesinger and Apple
Apple is my Novice A dog, and the Santa Ana Valley Kennel Club
Obedience Trial was our first obedience trial. Apple earned 1 Q in
Novice A Obedience and a 1st place ribbon, 2 Q’s in Beginner
Novice A obedience and a 1st place ribbon and a 3rd place ribbon,
and 2 Q’s in intermediate rally.

Apple also was cast in a commercial shot in
September for a new raw/freeze
-dried dog food.

At the Golden State Rottweiler Club trial, I moved Apple down
to preferred, and she earned her Excellent Standard Preferred
title (in two days of trialing, she earned 2 q’s in Excellent Standard Preferred and 1 Q in Master Preferred JWW).
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Cathy Davis and Gaga—Family Affair's A Star is Born, Gaga,
earned her CGC & CGCA. Her 1st titles!!

Cathy Davis and Ella—Ella
also earned her Advanced
Exteriors title at the PCSC
trial at Stone Pony

Cathy Davis and Jude—
Jude earned his 1st legs in
Novice Exteriors & Novice
Buried in his 1st trial at
PCSC at Stone Pony.
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Joyce Davis and Java August 24th, at 5 months old
three AKC titles
CGC—Canine Good Citizen
TKN—Trick Dog Novice
TKI—Trick Dog Intermediate

Sharon Clarke and Dash—
Dash earned his Utility Dog Title at Bakersfield Obedience
Training Club's trial on Sunday October 13, 2019. He began
showing in Utility A September 7th at the Santa Maria/San
Luis Bay GSD club, showed at the Santa Ana Kennel Valley
Kennel Club show September 27th and then earned his title
at the Bakersfield Obedience Training Club trial on Sunday
October 13, 2019!!!
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The Freestyle class has been busy since starting back up in September. In addition to beginning to work on
new routines, members of the class gave two demonstrations. The first demo was for the Hollywood Dog
Obedience Club at their monthly meeting on September 21st. Over 20 club members were in attendance. After the performances, folks got to try out a few moves with their own pups. Everyone seemed to
have fun and the demo generated a lot of interest in the sport.
Vicki Doering & Maizy doing an Irish jig

Shirley Miller & Smudge
dancing to “Bonanza"

Trudi Schoolhouse & Sebastian hamming it
up to the tune “Champs-Elysees"
Monica Nolan & Augie performing a Tango
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The class’s second demo was on Saturday, October 5th at Lancaster’s Bark in the Park. Originally started by
the High Desert Obedience Club, this event has grown over its 27 years into a major regional extravaganza. We had a long but fun day giving two performances in their Bow Wow arena and one performance on
the Main Stage.

A new six week Beginning Freestyle class is starting in October at
VHOC’s new training site - Church of the Chimes. The class will be
Thursday nights, 6:15-7:15pm. $120 for club members, $130 for nonmembers. If interested, please email Monica Nolan
at nolanmilano@gmail.com
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VHOC’s December 2019 Obedience and Rally Trial Premium can be found at the
VHOC.org website:
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/b0639f_4dd1220c0ac147c1998498fa27dccca7.pdf

VHOC’s December 2019 Agility Trial Premium can be found at the VHOC.org website:
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/b0639f_a4e227a47dcc4fe7aaed469b580eaa81.pdf
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